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Absrracr. ?be 280 species of seabirds occupy all the world's oceans from polar leads 
to tropical blue-water, so their management and research needs vary greatly. On the other 
hand, they share certain characteristics that tend to make them vulnerable to human 
activity. They are long-lived and reproduce slowly; they tend to breed in large numbers 
on predator-free islands; and they feed in relatively small areas of high biological 
producuvity. Universal management problems include egging. hunting, oiling. 
contamination wiUl oersistent oollutants. and comoelition with commercial fisheries. 
Future problems src likely lo include mngc rhifts becsusc oi global wanlung. los, of 
ncsling s i lo  beruse of sca level risc, increased human dirturbmx, and coniprt~lion wilh 
Ilunun< for nlsrine mourcrs R q i d  a.lvan~es in trchnology, such as doubly-labellcd 
w3tCr. inrUumentation for measurement of for3ging and grouth, s3telllre backing, 2nd 
~lo!l-I~%h.il sarn~linc fur diet allow in;rcarinclv deejlcd blhic inforn>lliun on [he bioloev . - - ". 
of seabirds. At sea, whilc methods of counting birds have improved to allow estimates 
of density, tht  greatest advances have been made in linking bird dishbution to 
oceanographic features such as primary productivity, fronts. and disbibution of prey. In 
conbast In the advances in research. rclativelv few manaeement techniaues have becn 
developed primarily for seabirds; most focus on maintaining or restoring iiland or marine 
ecosystems used by seabirds, by removing introduced predators or regulating fisheries. . 
The two most promising advances in seabird management and research in the next decade 
or so are likely to involve large-scale cooperative projects to identify and protect critical 
breeding islands and foraging siles st sea, and the use of scientifically-sound models 
designed for management of populations of seabirds. 



INTRODUCTION 

Seabirds, defined as "those species which spend long periods away h-om land and 
obtain all or most of their food from the sea while flying, swimming or diving" 
(Nettleship 1977). range from the open leads of polar pack ice to the bluewater tropics 
thousands of miles from land (Harrison 1983). 

With a few exceptions, seabirds have low reproductive rates compared to other 
birds, laying small clutches, delaying breeding for up to a decade, exhibiting slow chick 
growth, and deserting their nests if conditions deteriorate (Lack 1967). Their populations 
arc believed to exhibit relatively small fluctuations, being limited by food or access to 
food (Ashmole 1963. Lack 1966). Unfomnately. this may be viewed best as a theoretical 
construct, as few populations remain unaffected by human activities, so that the study of 
their ecology becomes the study of their relations with humans. Seabirds also tend to 
breed in large concentrations on islands. or sea-cliffs. or other sites where the" are safe ~, ~~~~ - ~ ~ ~ -  
frompredators: unfortunately suchconcentrationsalsomake seabirdsextremely vulnerable 
to pollution and other anthropogenic problems (Nettleship 1977). 

This paper reviews the state of our knowledee of kabirds. the techniaues used to - 
study than, and the cl~3llr.ngcs lo nt3nsgement and consewstion of seabirds 1h3t lic ;ihc~d. 
\Vc are writing from a Nortllcrn and Wesltrn Hcmisphcre perspcctivc. m d  3s scientiits 
interested in management. Our efforts are aimed orimarilv i t  our colleaeues in the 
research communi~y to interest them in "problem-solving" research a b k t  seabird 
management; but we also hope others will find this Daoer interestine as an introduction 
to the problems of seabird science and to the challe&s of dealing kith widely varying 
scales of time and space. 

BACKGROUND 

Among the first studies in biology employing the nichc concept were those by N. 
Formosov (1934 ms cited in Gause 1964) on five species of tems in Russia and Lack 
(1945) on two species of cormorants. Seabirds were also central to the development of 
theories of population regulation by Wynne-Edwards (1962). Ashmole (1963). and Lack 
(1966). The first demonsuntion of avian navigation used the manx sheanvater ( P ~ ~ f l n u s  
priflnlu) (Lockley 1942). Seabirds and the guano fertilizer indusq were also the 
stimulus for much of early work on the El NinoISouthem Oscillation phenomenon (e.g.. 
Vogt 1942). Finally. N. Tinbergen won the Nobel Prize in Medicine for his work on 
behavior, most of it using seabirds as his study animals (e.g., Tinbergen 1960). 

Seabird monage~ent  and conservation problems past and presenr 

Seabirds provide some of the best and worst examples of the human use of natural 
resources (Cline et d. 1979). Seabirds, whether as adults, eggs or nestlings, have been 
hunted for food from earliest days to the present (e.g.. Dunn and Mead 1982. Nettleship 

and Evans 1985). Much of this hunting has been unregulated, leading for example to the 
extermination of the great auk (Pinguinus impennis) in the North Atlantic (Allen 1876). 
and to the verge of extinction for other species such as the cahow (Pferodroma cashow) 
on Bermuda Wineate 1985). Even for soecies that remain common. manv colonv sites , - . . 
have been eliminated by hunting pressure. The few examples of successful or attempted 
regulation include the taking of nestling Pufinus spp. in Australia and New Zealand 
( ~ i r v e n t ~  1974). harvest of k m e s  (LJrin spp.) in ~ i i a d a  (Nettleship 1977, Wendt and 
Cooch 1984. Elliot 1991, Elliot et al. 1991). the collection of eggs of the African penguin 
(Sphenisals demersus) in South Africa (Siegfried and Crawford 1978) and of sooty tern 
(Slcr-nafirscata) in the Indian Ocean (Feare 1976). 

Seabird guano, or droppings, accumulated in dry environments to depths of tens 
of meters or more, was exploited by the Incas (Hutchinson 1950). In the 19th century 
guano was exploited as a mineral, being removed without consideration for the birds that 
produced it. At the mrn of this century. the Cape Colony (South Africa) and Peru both 
began to harvest guano as a renewable resource, protecting the birds (Murphy 1925. Rand 
1952). ~ ~ 

Seabirds have been exploited for oil and for clothing, from the Suandlopers of 
Africa. with their caves made of African ~eneuin oelts (Aver, 1985) to the recent attemot . . 
by the Argentinean military junta to harvest penguins for the manufacture of gloves 
(Sheppard 1984). Seabirds such as terns were also heavily exploited in the late 1800s and 
early 1900s by the millinery trade (Doughty 1975). 

Persistent chemicals have been found at elevated levels in seabirds at many 
locations, including those far removed from the source of pollution (e.g.. Ohlendorf et al. 
1978, Nettleship and Peakall 1987). Contamination of brown pelicans (Peiecanw 
occidenlalis) and other seabirds in California (Risebrough et al. 1967) and of northern 
gannets Sula bassanus in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Keith and G ~ c l l y  1972. Nettleship 
1975. Chapdelaine et al. 1987) were one of the first indications that DDTiDDE 
accumulated in marine food chains. Birth defects in common (Sterna hirundo) and 
roseate (S. dougaliii) tems dramatically demonstrated the degree of contamination by 
PCBs (Rays and Risebrough 1972). 

Oiling lms becn another midjor problem for seabirds. Most attention has bcen 
directed at big spills such as those of the Torrey Canyon. Corlillo de Beilver, and Euron 
Volder (Bourne ct al. 1967. Piatl et al. 1990). but low level. chronic oil contamination 
appears to be a more serious problem (e.g.. Boersma 1986). Rehabilitation of oiled birds 
often aooears to be more thenoeutic for humans than for birds. with the exceotion of 

Seabirds may also spread humandiseases, such as influenza (Downie et al. 1977). 
between hemispheres and can cause illness to humans coming into contact with them. 
because of arboviruses (e.g., Chaste1 et al. 1983) or parasites such as ticks (Hoogstraal 
and Gallagher 1982). 

Seabird-fishery interactions are complex and variable (see Nettleship et al. 1984). 
Seabirds have responded positively ur food increases at garbage dumps (e.g.. Hunt 1972) 
and at sea (e.g., Hudson and Fumess 1988). as well as removal of competitors (May et 
al. 1979, Shaughnessy 1984). but most interactions with humans have been harmful to 
seabirds, either because of seabird mortality in nets (e.g., Brothers 1991) or because of 



reducal b r d i n g  pcrformsnce O;umess and Moraghm 1987). Unfonunaely. the data are 
rsrcly mow than circumstsntid to prove the existence of scsbirJ-fishcry inlcraclions 
(Ihfiy and Schncidcr in pres.,), as the ncpativc effects mly occur onl) in a mmll region 
or on a single sragc of the life cyclc of the scabirds (c.g., nufiy el al. 1987). 

Ahcn snirnds. ~n t rducu l  to srsbtnl brcrrling m a s ,  rspecially offshorr islsndr, 
have been the single greatest source of damage to seabirds (Atkinson 1975. 1978. Cooper 
el al. 1983; Moors and Atkinson 1984). More recently, seabirds have become tourist 
attractions in manv areas, sometimes resulting in considerable dishlrbance to the buds or 
even colony aban&nment (Anderson and K& 1980). 

Future rhrears to seabirdr 

Climate change - Global warming may introduce new problems for seabirds 
(Burger 1990. Brown 1991). allowing temperate and tropical species to move northward 
into more boreal seabird communities. or forcing the southern species out of traditional 
breeding areas because of heat stress. Changes in hurricane frequency (Gable and Aubrey 
1990), upwelling strength (Bakun 1990), and the incidence and severity of El NiRo 
(Brown 1991) may be triggered by global warming and greatly affect populations if 
seabirds are adaoted to a mst oattem of disturbance. 

Ririn. s& levels over the next several centuries mav inundate island moues such 

the probability of flooding at colonies during severe weather. Changes in climate may 
allow the establishment and proliferation of "on-indigenous animals or diseases on islands 
which nreviouslv had climates too severe for successful colonization 

unintended consequences of technological advances in fishing. With increasing human 
populations and pressure for food, we are likely to find increasingly sophisticated ways 
to cxplait cxistillg "targct" spccics, bolh by fishing far wild spccics and tllrough 
muiculture. For example, the Japanese have recently inuoduced a new technique using 
open-water fish-feeding with sonic "dinner bells" to speed growth and aggregate fish. 
Such predictable concentrations of prey are likely to amact seabirds in large numbers. 
leading to conflict. Ocean thermal energy conversion, a method of generating electricity 
by anificially upwelling cold water in tropical seas, could generate new, localized 
fisheries (Loupe and Schneider 1991) that could also lead to seabinVfishery conflicts. 
Finally. species previously regarded as "uash" will be exploited. leading to increased 
pressure on marine ecosystems. 

Ocean mining for manganese and other minerals (Cone 1988) may become 
widespread in the next century, leading to local increases in turbidity, nutricnts. and heavy 
metals in the water column, with unknown effects on seabirds and their prey. 

EXISTING RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 

Colony-based techniques 

Colony-based research has most often been done with a notebook, binoculars. 
birdbands, calipers and a Pesola balance (e.g.. Nelson 1978). The introduction of 
techniques from other fields and the development of methodologies specially for seabirds 
have recentlv transformed manv asoects of research at colonies, so that today our potential . . . . 
to answer questions sometimes appears to exceed our ability to frame them. 

Monirorinr numbers arrd strrvival - Counting birds has perhaps undergone least 
progress, being dine, depending on species and locat&n, as a total count from the gmund 
or air, or from quadrants for very densely-nesting or burrowing species (Nettleship 1976, 
Bikhead and ~ettleshio 1980. Evans 1986). Militarv sov satellites have the capacity to . .. . . 
resolve images of medium-sized seabirds, so future seabird censusers may someday 
census seabirds from their desks. 

Measuring survival of seabirds generally remains "low-tech", depending on year 
after year of banding young and recapturing adults (Gaston 1990). Band-loss Wanis 
1980) and dispersal lo other colonies may cause underestimates of survival, although these 

0 can be taken into account (e.g.. Cloben and Lebenon 1985). Such data can then be 
incorporated into life tables (e.g.. DiConstanzo 1980) and population models (Jackson el 
al. 1976. Scolaro et al. 1981, Simons 1984). 

Measuring breeding success - In theory, breeding success can be measured by 
counting numbers of nests, the number of eggs laid per nest, the number of eggs hatched. 
and the number of young fledged. In reality, all these can be difficult to measure, 
especially for cliff or hole-nesting species, and for species sensitive to disturbance. Also. 
there is a trade-off between the precision of measurement, usually the number of visits. 
and the degee of investigator disturbance (Dully 1979). Even within species, methods 
may need to vary among colonies. depending on nest densities, substrate, and vegetation 
(c.g.. Nisbet et ol. 1990). 

Erwin and Custer (1982) recommend thc "Mayfield method" (Muyfidd 1975) to 
cope with the possibility that nests are initiated and lost between visitr by the observer. 
Johnson (1979) revised the Mayfield method for use when colonies are visited only 
infrequently, and KIett and Johnson (1982) present methods of measuring nest survival 
when this varies with the age of the nest. For seabirds with nidicolous young, once eggs - . - .. 
hatch measuring fledging success is relatively easy, but this is not uue for nidifugous 
young, for which Erwin and Custer (1982) suprest the usc of a mark-recapture method . - . -- 
such as Jolly-Weber (Seber 1973). 7hc same authors stress the need for iontrol areas. 
where succcss is measured through lowdisturbance methods, such as with spotting 
scopes, for comparison with more inmsive measurements. 

A meat deal of useful information beside success can be obtained during the - 
brueding cyclc. Ellim31~.~ of prey ronsunlptiun and rncrgy c~pcnditure by ydung md 
adult seabirds during thc cluck-rcarmg period c m  subsuntially intprovc 3awsimrntr oi 
scahird imps?! on ore, ouwlxtioni ( e g .  Croxs11 cr sl. 1984, 1985). Chsnees in growdl . . .  . 
rate may reflect variation in food abundance (e.g., Ricklefs et al. 1984). ~ i s o  stu&es of 
the role of colonies as "information centers" (Bayer 1982) or as pmtection against 
predation (Coulson 1968) can be important for management decisions concerning tourism 



or predator control. If edge nests are most vulnerable to predation and disturbance, or if 
birds in bigger colonies find food more easily. then protecting large colonies may be 
oreferable to makine attemots to safeeuard larze numbers of small colonies. - - - 

Measurhg dier - Tradiliond nlethds of assessing diet include examination of 
stonuch contenrs, cgesred stomach pcllcts. and dtrcct obvtvalions of feeding ( I l ~ f f y  and 
J.t.kson 1986). Diet s3rnplina is kavily influenced by choicc of mca,urcmcnl (volurue. . . 
frequency and number of prey), by dig&tibility of piy (Jackson e l  al. 1987). and time 
in stomach (Fumess et al. 1984). More recently, the stable isotope method using seabird 
body tissue has been developed to assess the relative contributions of terrestrial, marine, 
and freshwater food sources over longer lime-frames (e.g.. Hobson 1987. 1990: Schaffner 
and Swart 1991). 

Measuring energetics and foraging - Given the extreme sea conditions of such 
centen of seabird research as the North Sea and the Southern Ocean, it is perhaps not 
surprising that most effons to measure energy use and foraging by seabirds have been 
done from colonies, leading to increasingly sophisticated devices that can now measure 
virtually every aspect of adult foraging and energetic expenditure. 

Usine doublv-labelled water technioues which comoare the amount of water " 

produced by metabolic prcwmes uith 'labelled water inlccted into a bird, i~ is poss!blr 
1.1 calccl3te liow much cncrev a bird h3s cxnendcd ( e c ,  Nscy el al. 1984, Bin-Filesen - -. 
et al. 1989). This results ingreatly improveh measurements compared to eadier efforts 
based on measurements of inactive birds (e.g., Laugksch and Duffy 1984). 

Radio-telemetry has been used on inshore seabirds (Moms and Black 1980. 
Harrison and Stonebumer 1981, Trivelpiece et al. 1986, Anderson and Ricklefs 1987, 
Heath and Randall 1989. Wanless et al. 1991a) but requires coastal mountains or 
airplanes for best use, as sea waves and the earth's curvature attenuate transmission, 
which limits the ranre over which buds can be monitored. This problem has been 
avoided by satellite-&king, used by louventin and Weimerskirch (1990) to show that 
wandering albatrosses (Diomedea exulans) cover thousands of kilometers while feeding 
chicks. More widespread use of satellites is likely to be limited, at least in the near teri, 
because of high cost and the relatively large sire of the necessary transmitters, which 
precludes their use on smaller seabirds. Nevertheless, satellite transmitting opcns up the 
oossibilitv of studvine the winter and lifetime movements of manv seabirds. . 

Cheaper than satellite wcking, and allowing the collection of a wider variety of 
data, are devices that store data until the bird is recaptured. These devices can measure 
time. duration, and depth of dive Wilson and ~ a i n  1984a. Cairns et al. 1987). and 
maximum depth (Mongaguc 1984. Wanless et nl. 1991b). time spcnt on water (Prince and 
Francis 1984). number of olunee dives (Andenon et al. 1991). distances and directions 

resistance. such devices orobablv interfere little with foraginx (Caccamise and Hedin 
1985). though this must be ver i fk  for each instrument prior its use far determining 
time and energy budgets and constraints, etc. (e.g., Wilson et al. 1986). The main 
drawback to such devices is that bids must be cauglu twice to attach and recover the 
'device. limirinr their use orimarilv to breedine birds. However. their overall oatential is - 
p e a l  When combined uith doubly-labellcd uater and dicl slmpling. il is ihmretically 
possiblc to my! uhere an individual seabird foraged. the depth and uater lempznturc it 

foraged in, how many times it dove, how many times it swallowed, how many fish it 
returned with, how much they were digested, and how much energy the bud expended 
and obtained. 

Ar-sea reclmiques 

The hasdware for counting seabirds at sea has remained little changed since 
Danvin's time, relying on direct counts of birds, with either the unaided eye or binoculars 
(e.g.. Dixon 1933, Murphy 1936). More recently, seabirds have becn counted with radar 
which allows assessment of movement at night and, for higlt-flying birds, over great 
distances (Grimes 1977). Sliip-bome radar has not been used as far as we know for 
counts of birds at sea, but the radar and computers of the Aegis-class United States 
cruisers and similar vessels of other nations could be used to monitor seabirds at 
relatively small distances or low densities. At present, however, seabird counts are still 
conducted visually, with most reconled in notebooks, then hanscribed into computers, 
although direct keyboard entry has been used and is certainly more efficient (Schneider 
1989). 

While physical counting has remained unchanged, the way data are collected has 
evolved a great deal, mostly since the late 1960s following Bourne's (1963) call for 
greater emphasis to be placed on the pelagic ecology of seabirds. Counts were initially 
subjective or did not specify the area surveyed (e.g., Jespersen 1930. Wynne-Edwards 
1935. Rankin and Duffey 1948). Early observers also did not address the "flux" problem: 
seabirds moving through an area can swell numbers counted compared to numbers of 
birds sitting on the sea (Wiens et al. 1978). Later, researchers attempted to solve this by 
using "snapshot" counts to achieve densities (Tasker et al. 1984, Gould and Forsell 1989). 
These may, however, underestimate density, because birds are hidden behind swells in all 
but the lowest seas (Dixon 1977). Counts are run from 5 to 15 minutes at cruising speeds 
of 10 knots, with a convergence toward 10-minute counts Vasker et al. 1984, Gould and 
Forsell 1989) which was established as the basic count time-unit for the Northwest 
Atlantic in the late 1960s (Brown et al. 1975a). Work by Schneider and Duffy (1985) 
and Briggs et al. (1987) suggests, howevcr, that continuous counts may be more 
appropriate because seabird aggregations are typically either much smaller or much 
greater in size than the l-km scale of a 10-minute transect. Schncider (1989) provides 
a detailed discussion of the problem and approaches to handling it. 

Collation of work at sea led to computer databases and to atlases (e.g.. Brown et 
al. 19750, Powers 1983. I'itman 1986, Webb ct al. 1990) which are an essential first step 
toward linking seabirds to fisheries management and oceanography. disciplines that 
traditionally work with large databases. Combined with physiological data. these 
population estimates allow projections of consumption by birds. their role in marine 
ecosystems (e.g., Croxall et al. 1984. 1985. Ricklefs et al. 1984, Hunt el al. 1986) and 
their potential for competition with fisheries (Andenon et al. 1980, Fumess and 
Monaghan 1987. Montevecchi et al. 1988). 

Analysis of seabird distribution data has perhaps made the greatest progress when 
linked to oceanographic data and knowledge of marine water masses (e.g., Brown 1980, 
Hunt and Schneider 1987). Much of this work has been correlational, looking at changes 
in bird numben corresponding to a change in oceanographic features such as fronts 



(Schneider and Hunt 1982, Haney 1986). primary productivity. salinity (Brown et al. 
1975b). water masses (Pocklington 1979). and prey species (Etwin 1977. Schneider and 
Piatt 1986, Erikstad et al. 1990). 

The study of seabird distributions has traditionally focused on mean values, but 
the variances are verv hieh. makine it difficult to obtain sienificant correlations (Abrams 
and Griffiths 1981). 'AS :I &kt& studies (Haury el al. G78) variances provide a great 
deal of information (Schneider and Duffy 1985). although the statistics involved may 
discourage their use. 

Access to ship's timc, vast distances, and severe weather limit at-sea research; 
nevertheless, rcscarch has shown thc importance and complcxity of foraging in flocks for 
seabirds (Hoffman et al. 1981, Porter and Sealy 1982, Duffy 1989). Olher investigations, 
combining observations of seabird foraging with measurement of fish resources (Safina 
and Burger 1985. Bin et al. 1987, Duffy 1988). have begun to test the competing 
hypotheses of Ashmole (1963) and Lack (1966) concerning the imporiance of food in 
regulating seabird populations during the breeding season. 

Still others have investieated the feedin~ behaviors of seabirds (e.%., Harper 1987) 
and how these may facilitate restrict access to prey (Ainley and ~Gkelheide 1983, 
Hudson and Furness 1988, 1989, Rvan and Maloney 1988) or how seabirds may interact 
with other upper-trophic level preditors (e.g., Evans 1982, Au and PiUnan 1986) 

Assessment of rhreals and problem 

While research techniques have become increasingly sophisticated, their 
aoolication to the assessment of threats to seabirds or to evaluating the success of . . 
mmagcment rncthods remains problemstic. The main tchniquc fur asscssing threats lo 
sclbirls is conel3tion of 3 populslion parameter --  such 3s brrzding succrss or numkrs 
of adults -- with some index of threat such as freauencv of predation, incidence of oiled . . .  
adults, or number of aliedferal animals. The presencelabsence of seabird colonies may 
in itself provide useful information, if compared with the distribution of threats. Ethics 
and of scale generally preven~cxperimcntal testing of such assessments. 
although cxclosure sludics may be cffcclivc. 

EXISTING MANAGEMENT TECIfNIQUES 

There are relatively few methods to managc seabirds: most efforts deal with 
management of their environments, such as regulating fisheries or controlling vegetation 
and alien predators on islands (Nettleship et al. in press). 

Control of alien animals 

Control techniques for introduced animals have developed greatly in the last few 
years. Rat (Rallus ranus and R. notvegicuc) control, previously regarded as impossible 
on all but the smallest islands, has been successfully undertaken on islands up to 173 ha 
(Veitch and Bell 1990). Feral goat (Capra hircuc) consol, once done only by teams of 

hunters on foot, now also employs airplanes, radio telemetry to locate flocks, fencing. 
poisoning of vegetation, and heavier firepower than previously @aly and Goriup 1987, 
Parkes 1990). Pig (Sus scrofa), cat (Felix carucl and stoat /Mustela ermine01 have 
similarly k c n  rcn&ul thmugh 3 v3riety of methods (Vcitrh i d  Bell 19990). 

Two mlin lesrons hsvc emerged from cndicstion rffuns. Fist. lsck of planning 
is the main csuw af fadux (Ve~tch and Brll 1990). Second. related to dsnninr. is the 
need for a sustained effort, husbanding sufficient resources to removk the very last 
animals, when cost in money and effort per animal is highest. 

While some countries such as New Zcalnnd nnd Ecuador haw nctivc and highly 
effective feral eradication cfforls, this expertise has not k e n  exported. The main problcm 
in extending aliedferal animal control at present is not technology but resources. 
Transporting and maintaining an eradication team to work on oceanic islands require 
extensive logistics. When helicopters an involved, probably only naval vessels can 
provide adequate support, but many countries with sovereignty over islands lack suitable 
vessels or the funds to operate them for conservation purposes. Use of foreign warships 
from northern hemisphere nations is a delicate matter and may be impossible politically 
because of images of past "gunboat diplomacy." 

Increasing breeding space and performance 

A variety of u.chnquec have been dcvisd lo increase brcedinp spscs and ,ucccss. 
'Ihese nnpc from pmpring mific!nl burrows (Byrd 1979, l'ompkins 1985). shelters for 
)oung (Speudeluw 1982). predator-proof w.tlls to isahtc colonies in Peru (Duff" 19831 
and sou& Africa (Cooper i t  al. 198j). and d f i c i a l  nesting islands (Beny 1975j. ~ i r d ;  
can also be attracted to "safer" sites by use of decoys and recordings OOess 1983. 
Fancher 1984). by translocations (Kress and Nettleship 1988. Bell 1991). and 
inter-specific fostering (Byrd et al. 1984). 

Increasing culrurol prorection of seabirds 

Although Northern Hemisphere countries have typically relied on law enforcement 
to protcct scabirds (Doughty 19751, such methods did not work wcll in isolated anas 
where subsistence hunting was traditional, but has expanded recently with thc introduction 
of motorized vessels, cars and improved fire-arms planchard in press). Increased 
educntion of local inhabitants to adjust Mditional hunting mores and lo ninforcc seabirds 
as part of their culturc may be thc best defcncc of many seabird colonies. 

RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT NEEDS 

Regional and global data sets 

Close to 70% of the planet is covered by ocean, and seabirds can be found 
virtually everywhere there is open water. Managing seabirds, or assessing threats to them. 
is truly a planetary exercise; yet, with a few exceptions such as the Pacific Seabird Project 



(King 1974) and FIBEX in the Southern Ocean (Anonymous 1985). seabird biologists 
tend to limit their fields of operation to a single colony or a small area of ocean. More 
may simply not be possible for individuals, but, by agreeing to standard protocols and 
coordinating their efforts, groups of seabird biologists have the capacity to sample whole 
ranees of soecies and entire oceans. much as oceanomaohers have combined their efforts - - .  
to ask large-scale questions. 

For example, only about 10% ol oil pollution is caused by the few massive, highly 
~ublicized disasters such as Torrev Canyon. E m n  Valdez. and the Persian Gulf spills. . . 
Small spills occur more frequently and may be much more damaging to seabirds over the 
loneer term (M'Gonialc and Zlcher 1979). However, generalizations are suspect because - 
wc have so few samples and these are likely to over-emphasize massive spills. A 
world-wide network of annual or biannual beach walks using standardized techniques 
would give us a picture of oil contamination and its relative effects on different seabird 
species (e.g., Heubeck 1987, Camphuysen 1989). 

Similarly, for endangered species or those shifting their ranges in response to 
environmental changes. we need reeional coverage of colonies. Increases or decreases - - . 
in numbers at colonies at one end of the range may or may not be related to changes in 
the center or other end of the range. We can't afford to "cry wolf' about the dynamics 
of single colonies or peripheral populations, unless we know their relation to the rest of 
the population. 

Given the importance of oil transportation at sea, there is also a need to identify 
important seabird colony sites on land and foraging m a s  at sea, using standard criteria 
such as the "one percent" rule (a colony is nationally significant if it contains 1% of the 
national population of a seabird species, or internationally significant, if it contains 1% 
of the regional or world populati&, cf. Lloyd 1984). These colonies and foraging zones 
should be marked on navigation chans to encourage navigators to avoid such areas 
altogether or to take increased precautions in their vicinity. Such international 
designations would also help nations in the siting of fuhlre industrial or port 
developments, and discourage international or bilateral aid organizations from funding 
such dcvelopmcnts. An exccllcnt cxnmplc of this son of cffon hns been donc for Irclnnd 
by Lloyd (1984) and for the scus west of Britnin by the Scabirds-at-Sea Teum Vnskcr et 
al. 1990). Moreover, in the went of an oil disaster, the dcsignations and thc data that 
document them provide some baseline for assessment of damages. 

Finallv. eiven theclaim that seabirds and marine mammals are an important source , .-  
of atmospheric carbon in the Southern Ocean and thus restrict that region's ability to act 
as a carbon sink, studying seabirds may be an essential aspect of future understanding of 
geochemical cycles and their role in ciimate change (~unt ley et al. 1991) 

A series of international ueaties and conventions exist to protect birds (e.g., 
Migratory Birds Convention Act between Canada and the United States, and other 
Migratory Bird Treaties with Mexico, Japan. and the former USSR). Further international 
agreements regulate human activity that may affect bids (ex., Antarctic Treaty: U.N. 
General Assembly Resolution 449.25, 1989: Large-scale Pelagic DriJfnet Fishing and its 
lmpaci on the Living Marine Resources of the World's Oceans and Seas: OILPOL. 
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International Convenrion for the Prevention of Pollution of ihe Sea by Oil. 12 May 1954. 
12 U.S.T. 2989: MARPOL, Co~vention for the Prevenrion of Pollution from Ships, 1973). 
International designation of endangered species occurs at the governmental (CITES) and 
non-governmental level (ICBP "Red Books"), as well as unilaterally by individual 
governments. Important habitats are identified internationally as Biosphere Reserves by 
the United Nations Environmental Program (Risser and Cornelison 1979) and other 
organizations such as the International Council of Scientific Unions (e.g., Nettleship and 
Smith 1975). 

All these are substantial and important contributions to the conservation of world 
seabirds, but more remains to be done. Seabird biologists can provide expertise and 
direction for non-governmental conservation groups and to national and international 
agencies. For example, there are a number of islands of disputed nationality that are 
imoortant to seabirds. ldentifvine these is a first steo ww&d havine the& declared 

- 0  - 
international seabird refuges, and to pressuring the future national owners to accept refuge 
status for the islands as one of the conditions for resolution of the claims (C. Ranison in 
ii1t.l On a wider scale. we need to mess for international marine reserves. foraeine m a s  . - -  
for seabirds and other marine animals, beyond the 200-mile territorial limit of individual 
nations. These refuges would be designated by the United Nations, but their protection 
would be the common resoonsibilitv i f  all nations. We also need to encouraee reeional - 
(at the level of whole oceans or seas), multi-national treaties that set common standards 
of behavior toward seabirds among nations, as existing national efforts alone are 
insufficient. For example, the Migratory Treaty Act is not regarded by the US. 
Government as enforceable beyond its own 12-mile limit and there is also some question 
about the validity of the US. Endangered Species Act (Harrison et al. in press), in the 
US.  200-mile ~xclusive Economic Zone (US. Fishery Conservation and-~anagement 
Act. 16 U.S.C. 88 1801 el seq. 1988). 

Decision "trees" for managers 

We know a great dcul about seabirds. Wc need to know a great dcnl more, as any 
seabird biologist will tell us. But in many cases we know enough to advise wildlife. 
fisheries, and park managers, diplomats. land-use planners, and the public on seabird 
issues. Unfortunately, this knowledge is too often poorly presented, cloaked in caveats 
and call far years of study on issues that require immediate decisions. On occasion, wc 
have presented conflicting advice that effectively cancels out both sides of an issue. 
leaving the decision-makers to make their own way. 

If we are to see our work applied to problems, we need to develop decision "trees" 
or management procedures for managers that ask a series of "if ... then" questions each 
requiring a certain set of data. If the data fall within one range of values. then no 
problem appears to exist if they fall within another, the rnanager goes on to a funher 
question. If after following the decision uee to its end. the manager finds the data within 
a certain range, then there is a reasonable chance that a problem exists. 

For example. Duffy and Schneider (in press) provide such a tree for 
seabird-fishery interactions. They fust look at how much of a certain prey species 
seabirds consume, then successively compare that with the amount consumed by the 
fishery, the standing stock of the prey. its Nmover, and the amount of prey bmught in 



from outside. A manager should be able to compare values from his or her ecosystem 
with those from other areas, and come to some initial conclusion about whether 
competition is occuning between seabirds and a commercial fishery. The "tree" will 
provide no information on the strength of the competition or its mechanism, and diese 
may require funher work, but it should provide an objective answer free of politics or 
emotion. 

These trees also are explicit about what data are needed to answer the questions. 
and these, in rum, give managers some guidance on what research they should request 
from biologists. 

Similar w c s  are needed to answcr the questions: "When is a seabird species 
mdangcicd", Whcn do introduced plsnts md anirn~ls pose a sctticient prablem to 
require man3eement?'. and Hou much tourism should be allowed 3t a seabird cul~ns?." 

ldentifvine endaneered seabird s~ecies  is not strairht-fonuard. Some seabird , - - 
species historically have had small populations, so small sire, in itself, is not sufficient 
criteria for endangered status. Other species, such as Peruvian guano birds, undergo 
"boom-bust" ~ooulation fluctuations (Jordan and Fuentes 19661 and so. short-term trends . . 
may not mean much. The obvious solution to these problems is the use of models, 
incorporating data on dispersal, breeding success, age structure, and colony sites (ex., 
Jackson el al. 1976, Simons 1984. Buckley and Downer rhis volume) to make population 
projections and to examine the role of life-history parameters in affecting population 
trends. 

Similarlv. in assessine the effect of aliedferal species, many seabirds routinely 

A useful decision tree for managers would thus measure not only "impact" of predators - . . 
on the local population, but also the role of that local population relative to the species' 
total numbers and pattern of distribution. 

Many of the same arguments about alien species apply to tourism. In addition. 
the group size and frequency of tourist visits may be more important than xbsolute 
oumkrs, and somc spccics may rcspond diffcnntly tlmn othcn. llill and Rosicr (1989) 
and Rosier (1990) describe a planning process for the Capricorn Island group in Australia 
that examines ecological significance, "resistance", and "transformation" status of seabird 
islands to determine their vulnerability to tourism. 

Initial trees might best be dcsigned through consensus by small working groups 
of both managers and scientists, then refined by wider groups of scientists, providing 
better data or improved tests, and of managers testing the uees in real ecosystems. The 
trees would have the additional purposes of generating clear research agendae for 
scientists (cf. Wiens et al. 1984) and providing strong justifications for such research 
when seeking budgemy support 

Modellin8 seabirdpopulations, distributions, and interactions 

Decision trees are basicallv models. and it is modelline that may represent the 

manner. Oiling (Ford et al. 1982. Samuels and Ladino 1984). food consumption (Furness 
1978). life histories (Jackson et al. 1976. Simons 1984) and seabirdlfishery interactions 
(MacCall 1984) are examples of some of the subjects where population models can 
greatly improve our understanding of seabird biology and management needs. The othcr 
papers on seabirds in this volume examine the use of different models on problcms in 
seabird management. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The challenees to seabird management and research of the next several decades - 
are global in nature. Dealing with them will requkc a change in how we do our science 
and how we underfake management of seabird populations, breeding sites. and foraging 
zones. Research efforts spannine continents and hemispheres. and centerine around 
archival data banks will unprecedented cooperation.amongst seabird bioiogists to 
ensure standardization and continuity of data (see Nettlcship 1991a.b). 

Seabird biologists will also need to collaborate with othcr marine scicntists and 
with climaloloaists. This will reauire a much mate r  demee of mathematical and - - 
statirtical litcncy th3n l,ss c h s x l r r i ~ r j  mdst of us in thc pzst. Thc seabird biologist of 
the next nulleniunl is likcly to be 8.; adept st rndelling sc3bird distributions and numbers 
as at countine birds at sea. He or she is l i e lv  to have research interests closer to those - 
of planktologists than to those of many terrestrial ornithologists. 

Seabird management. despite local advances in single species efforts, will likely 
remain at the ecosystem level: manage the island and its adj&en; waten and one manages 
for seabirds. Terrestrially, there is a p d u a l  movement away from single-species 
management to the management of ecosystems, but many land-management agencies 
remain rooted in the past and managemcnt for consumptive use of wildlife (cf. Harrison 
1990). 

Fishcrics biology, us it shifts from singlc to multi-spccics models. can include 
seabirds within an overall framework of fisheries management (c.g.. 1. Rice rhis volume). 
Seabird managers must learn the working language of fisherics managemcnt and be 
willing to collabarate. Given the importance of politics and economics in fisheries 
management, and given the growing importance of seabirds to tourism, seabird managers 
will find their views given increasinx weid~t  over time. . . 

In conclusion, this is w~ cxriting tmc  lo be studying and managing xabirds. Wc 
hwc thc opportunily to brcak new ground, in developing methods and polrics to Ccll 
ulth problcn~s. Our grrstcst hopc of succcrs is to work uith othcr dlsclplmcs and to scc 
our local problems in a global context. Seventy percent of our is ocean, so by 
managing seabirds, we can make a major contribution to the conservation and protection 
of Earth and its living systems. 

" . . 
most important methodological advance of the next 10 years and beyond. No one seabird 
bioloeist can hove to follow seabird oooulations and dis~butions at the a ~ ~ r o p r i a t e  scales - . . .. . 
of time and space, so we must tum to models to allow us to speculate in an orderly 
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